Three other benefits of loop unrolling are described in [7] . The first is a 
The Bunch-Kaufman Algorithm
The Bunch-Kaufman algorithm factors A, an n × n real symmetric indefinite matrix, into LDL T while doing symmetric permutations on A to maintain stability, resulting in the following equation:
Although several variations of the algorithm exist, the focus here is on algorithm D from [1] because it is the simplest to discuss. The methods described in section 4 are also applicable to Algorithm A described in [1] , but not to Algorithm C (Algorithm B is mentioned in [1] , but it is not described in detail).
The Bunch-Kaufman algorithm maintains stability by using 2x2 pivots combined with symmetric permutations to A when a lxl pivot is not stable.
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Let #k be the maximum of the absolute values of the uneliminated elements at step k.
Step 2 of the algorithm (shown in Figure  4 ) finds the maximum element, )_, in the pivot column. By substituting # and )_ into equation 2, the bound on #k+l becomes m<+,< + a,<.,< I< + ),/I a,<.k I).
Step 4 
set r to the row number of but not C from [1] . Algorithm C cannot be unrolled using these strategies because a permutation occurs at every step. The first approach uses pxp pivots in much the same way as the 2x2 pivots in the Bunch-Kaufman algorithm.
The update of a single element of A using a 2x2 pivot at step k is
To obtain a bound for element growth, first define at step k
and, _2 = maxl=k+2,, l al,k+l I"
If/zk, A1, and Ag-are substituted into equation 5, then #k+9--< #4(1 + i ai,iai+l,,+ 1 _ a2+1,, i).
The bound on growth of #k+_ for a 2x2 pivot in Algorithm D is 8.526 [1] .
Therefore, a 2x2 pivot can be performed if (Ai+ Ag-) 2 1+ < 8.526.
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The bound on element growth for a lxl pivot is (1 + A/ak,k), therefore the bound on A2 after a lxl pivot is
Because the upper pxp triangle has been updated, a bound on #k+_ for a second lxl pivot using column k + 1 is /_k+_ _< /_k+l(X + f2/ak+l,k+l).
By substituting the bound for #k+l into equation 13 #k+2 < #k(1 + ;_/ak,_) (1 + _2/ak+l,k+l) . (14) In general, the bound on #k+p-1 for p lxl pivots is 
